
Name:  ____________________________

Directions:  Use a word from the word box to complete each sentence. 
Write the word on the line.  HINT:  Use each word only once.

1. Is it ___________ that goldfish eat special food?

2. Sometimes ocean water looks _____________.

3. I have a pet frog and a turtle ___________.

4. The storm blew lots of shingles off our _____________.

5. In the summer, we like to swim in the _____________.

6. We usually eat lunch at ___________.

7. When we visited the __________, we got to pet an elephant.

8. Do you prefer to use ____________ or tape?

9. Be sure to place a fork, knife and _____________ by the plate.

10. I have a hole in my ___________.

11. A shovel is a __________ used by a farmer.

12. My friend my clean his _____________ before playing outside.

13. Tonight there will be a full ______________.

14. Our library books are ___________ on Friday.

15. Emily gave Pete a ____________ to the riddle.
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Name:  ____________________________

ANSWER KEY
Directions:  Use a word from the word box to complete each sentence. 
Write the word on the line.  HINT:  Use each word only once.

1. Is it ___true________ that goldfish eat special food?

2. Sometimes ocean water looks ____blue_________.

3. I have a pet frog and a turtle ___too________.

4. The storm blew lots of shingles off our ____roof_________.

5. In the summer, we like to swim in the ___pool__________.

6. We usually eat lunch at __noon_________.

7. When we visited the ___zoo_______, we got to pet an elephant.

8. Do you prefer to use __glue__________ or tape?

9. Be sure to place a fork, knife and ___spoon_______ by the plate.

10. I have a hole in my ___boot________.

11. A shovel is a __tool________ used by a farmer.

12. My friend my clean his ___room________ before playing outside.

13. Tonight there will be a full ____moon__________.

14. Our library books are ___due________ on Friday.

15. Emily gave Pete a ____clue________ to the riddle.
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